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Dynamic Heading Creator Script With FULL Master Resale Rights! EXPLODE Your Overall Conversion

Ratios By 300, 400 or more and significantly increase your Subscription rate by at least four fold. Dear

Friend, This simple and easy to use script will do wonders in your sales letters. Heres How It Works:

Insert a simple JavaScript code in your sales page that will verify whether your visitor is coming from

Google, Yahoo or any other search engine. The script then captures the search phrase or keywords the

visitor used to find your site. Amazingly the script will show them a Dynamically Generated heading and

an opt-in subscription form. For example: Lets say you have a niche site for cookery books. If somebody

finds your site by searching Christmas cake recipes, the heading of your site will Dynamically show

Christmas cake recipes. If another person finds your site by searching Biscuit Recipes, they will see a

totally different heading. Biscuit Recipes. Different headings will be created dynamically for each search

term to impress your visitors. Your site will ALWAYS be exactly what theyre looking for! The visitor will

see a Dynamically Generated newsletter/mailing list subscription form heading. For example: If theyve

searched for CrockPot Recipes, they will see a subscription form heading something like Looking for

CrockPot Recipes ? Subscribe our newsletter. Can you understand how much this will increase your

subscription rates by? This script can capture search phrases from all of the following search engines:

Google, yahoo, AltaVista, msn, AOL, ask, Dog pile, overture, Lycos, about, hotbot, Netscape, looksmart,

directhit, alltheweb, mywebsearch, EarthLink, searchalot, myway, iwon, and Real USE it with Adwords

and Overture Campaigns: Thats right, you can use this script for your PPC campaign. try the following

URL format for this purpose. YourSite.com?KEYWORD1 YourSite.com?KEYWORD2

YourSite.com?KEYWORD3 and so on....... Installation and Setup: Installation is very simple and easy.

You need to upload the Perl Script ONLY ONCE. Then you can use the same script for ANY NUMBER of

sites. You can Insert a simple javascript anywhere on your site to display the searched term. And just in

case you think this is just to sneaky to be legal. Let me answer this question for you: Is this considered as

Search Engine SPAMMING ? No its not. This incredible script doesnt change anything in the page title,
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meta tags or H1, H2 tags etc. and according to SEO experts, search engines are not able to spider

javascript generated content. So it doesnt brake any rules that we know of. This Awesome Conversion

Booster Retails At $47.00.
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